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Panoptikon is a sans serif display typeface
that comes in 3 styles: bold, regular and
italic. The typeface is high-contrast and fun
to use for museum exhibitions. If you want
a playful and authoritative display face,
Panoptikon will satisfy your needs for the
exhibition. Concave stems give it a dynamic
form. Geometric sans serif fonts are
everywhere and art needs some fun and
playful headlines and descriptions.
Since I come from an art background, I can
empathize with how art is one of the bold
ways to express feelings. I know how hard it
is to create art, which needs a grounded
messenger for your message. Panoptikon is
delightful and bold enough to carry your
message’s echoes.
Bold should be bold. I designed a bold weight,
audacious enough. The regular weight is a
great choice for the artworks’ descriptions.
This typeface takes a stand for artists.

The word panopticon derives from the
Greek word for “all seeing” – panoptes.
Panopticon is a prison concept created by
Jeremy Bentham. The plan of the prison is a
circular building that has a tower in the
middle where a single security guard is
always observing the prison. Prisoners are
not able to tell when they are being watched
or from where.
This made me wonder, “Why don't we apply
this concept to museums metaphorically or
even in real life?” Metaphorically, art is
around type. Type is like a proper
representative for the artwork. It helps us to
observe them and learn about them. In real
life, we could build a museum in a circular
building, where all the artworks can be
observed at once from a tower and improve
our consciousness of being surrounded by
art at any moment outside of the museum
as well.
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Wanderlust Hawaii
These Hawaiian stories tell the tales of gods
and men, ghosts and goblins. One Hawaiian
chant speaks of as many as "four thousand
gods" of the Hawaiian people.
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In Hawaiian mythology, there were
two main goddesses worshipped in
the temples: Kihawahine and
Haumea. When it was time for
Haumea to marry, she took the chief
of Oahu, Puna, as her husband. She
wasn’t aware, however, that
Kihawahine wanted chief Puna to be
her husband. One day, Puna was lured
out to sea by Kihawahine while
looking for the perfect surf spot.
Puna was taken to Molokai, where
the “couple” lived together in a cave
for quite some time, before he
discovered that she was, in fact, a
dragon goddess with a cruel temper.
Eventually, Puna was able to escape
with the help of his brother-in-law,
Hinole, and made his way back to his
wife, Haumea, though Kihawahine
never stopped looking for him.
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I had no idea at the beginning. I
had concerns about designing a
fully original typeface. Ideation
of the finding an original design
direction could be trying so
marginal or having some weird
features. I immediately quit that
idea. Because my aim was to
learn the design process, which
is the most important.

Ideation
After a few weeks of suffering, I
had an idea that drawing letters
with objects around me. I
collected little rocks, charcoal,
sponges etc. I tried to draw
letters with them.
Secondly I did a moodboard
from patterns. I tried to find
something in them. I thought it
was a great idea. But soon I
realized that working on them
or finding some directions from
the drawings were so hard.
Because I didn’t know the
process of designing a typeface
from scratch. I still think it is a
good idea to try to draw with
unusual objects.

Pattern inspired sketches

Final
Direction
I change my mind on unusual
drawing objects or patterns
idea. Because I wanted to focus
on the process of making the
typeface. I did not want to spend
my time with fancy stuff. I
decided to choose a simple
direction that I would like.
While doing typecookers, I
always like when we do concave
stems in the class, My revival
face was a serif typeface so I
wanted to try sans serif in the
second term. I ended up sans
serif typeface with concave
stems for art museums. I always
like ink-traps so I added it to my
typeface too. It was a reasonable
direction for me to the process.

first sketches

Letterform
Evolution
I have learned a lot while
drawing letters. All the critiques
help me to fix my letterforms.
Contrast and ink-trap drawing
were the big deal for me. I
improved on them during the
semester.
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Italic
Letterforms
Evolution
Italic was extra challenging. It is not just a
slanted letters. I had no idea at the
beginning. I had to consider so many
things to draw them.
a and g are not a double story on italic and
also spacing was little more challenging.
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End Stroke
Change
I was still trying to like my sharp
ended typeface. But I wanted
something soft on it too. Right before
the 3rd term I decided to change end
storkes with brushy feeling.
I really like the new change.
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Family
Expansion
I decided to go with Roman Bold and
Bold italic but I barely could finish
Bold. Because I spent some of my
time to draw my characters from
previous semester. Finally I am done
with 3 weights. Roman, Roman Bold
and Italic. I really enjoyed while
designing the bold version. I like to see
chunks of black letters on the screen.
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Numbers
Challenge
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ahg235
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Wrong
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numbers game

Family
Expansion
I changed x-hight to balance boldness
with counter spaces.

Sag Sag
Changing x hight

I removed the end stroke on a to
match it with regular weight version.
In the bold weight f was taking a lot
of space from the right. I solved it by
bringing the top part to the left and
carve inside of it.
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TypeWest was my dream. I loved every
second of being here. I love letterforms
and it feels so good to be with people
who feel the same thing as you. I have
learned a lot from everyone. My life is
changed so much this year by the type
education. I feel so lucky to have the
chance of taking it in-class for one and
half semesters.
I want to thank you, my instructors, my
classmates, and everyone who was
involved. I remember when I got a
rejection from TypeatCooper 3 years
ago. They told me they don’t accept
students who could fail. I didn’t think
that was a good reason but I
understand now, it was a long run. You
can consider this as a love letter. I am
writing my first love letter to
Letterformarchive.

